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   MAJORITY
  
  MINORITY

minority – half (50%) – majority 

Vocabulary
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    MAJORITY  noun (1)
  singular

•   most of the people/things  in a 
group

  
•   more than half (>50%)

Vocabulary
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    MAJORITY  noun
  
78% read books = the majority=the 
largest group
75% watch TV
50% listen to music
30% sleep
22% play computer games

Vocabulary
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    MAJORITY  noun
  
38% read books = the majority=the 
largest group
25% watch TV
15% listen to music
13 % sleep
11 % play computer games

Vocabulary
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    MINORITY  noun
  
1) Countable 
•a small number of people/things that 
are part of a large group

•less than half of the larger group, 
usually much less than half

Vocabulary
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  MINORITY  noun
  
38% read books = the majority=the 
largest group
25% watch TV
15% listen to music
13 % sleep
11 % play computer games

Vocabulary
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  MINORITY  noun
38% read books = the majority=the largest group
25% watch TV
15% listen to music ?
13 % sleep ?
11 % play computer games – a minority, a small 
minority, only a small minority…

A small minority, a tiny minority 
(the smallest minority-  about ethnic 
groups etc)

Vocabulary
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   MAJORITY  -  the majority ( >50%)
  
  MINORITY  -  a minority ( < 50%)

A minority – half (50%) – THE 
majority 

Vocabulary
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Imagine you are doing a project on 
what school clubs teenagers  in 
Russia go to. You have found the 
results of a survey carried out in a 
few Russian cities (see the table 
below). Comment on the data in the 
table and give your opinion on the 
subject of the project.

TASK 40
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Imagine you are doing a project on what 
school clubs teenagers  in Russia go to. You 
have found the results of a survey carried 
out in a few Russian cities (see the table 
below). Comment on the data in the table 
and give your opinion on the subject of the 
project.

Задание 40
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Imagine you are doing a project on what school clubs teenagers  in 
Russia go to. You have found the results of a survey carried out in a 
few Russian cities (see the table below). Comment on the data in the 
table and give your opinion on the subject of the project.

Use the following plan

1. Make an opening statement on the subject of the project

2. Select and report 2-3 facts

3. Give 1-2 comparisons where relevant

4. Outline a problem that can arise with being a club member 
and suggest a way to solve it.

5. Write a conclusion giving your opinion on the importance of 
school clubs for teenagers.

Задание 40
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School clubs play an important role in our life. They help children decide 
about their future profession and career paths. My project is about school 
clubs and I have found some data to discuss in the framework of this 
project.

There are two main facts in the table. Firstly, the most popular clubs are 
Computer clubs  and Photography.  Secondly, the number  of teenagers 
who prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly lower.  Another fact 
is that painting is the least popular club because not everyone loves 
painting  and  colours and good brushes also are expensive.

 

We can see an interesting feature when we analize  the table. It’s easy to 
notice that my peers highly rate professions like computer administrators  
and photographers. (30% and 25% respectively). Other clubs are rated 
lower.

The table reveals that in future we can have problems with professional 
painters. Because only 5% prefer that direction. The solution of of this 
problem can be introducing more painting clubs.

In conclusion, despite some problems with career choice, I consider clubs 
to be important for students and teenagers.  It helps them to choose their 
profession. (186)

 

Essay  writing
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School clubs play an important role in 
our life (1). They help children decide 
about their future profession and 
career paths(2). My project is about 
school clubs and I have found some 
data to discuss in the framework of 
this project(3).
 

Essay  writing. Introduction
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School clubs play an important role in 
our life. (1) They help children decide 
about their future profession and 
career paths.(2) My project is about 
school clubs and I have found some 
data to discuss in the framework of 
this project. (3)
 

Essay  writing. Introduction
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School clubs play an important role in 
our life. They help children decide 
about their future profession and 
career paths. My project is about school 
clubs and I have found some data to 
discuss in the framework of this 
project. (-) ?
 

Essay  writing. Introduction
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   There are two main facts in the table. Firstly, 
the most popular clubs are Computer clubs  and 
Photography.  Secondly, the number  of teenagers 
who prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is 
slightly lower.  Another fact is that painting is 
the least popular club because not everyone loves 
painting  and  colours and good brushes also are 
expensive.
 
     We can see an interesting feature when we 
analize  the table. It’s easy to notice that my 
peers highly rate professions like computer 
administrators  and photographers. (30% and 
25% respectively). Other clubs are rated lower.
 

Essay  writing. Statistics
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   There are two main facts in the table(1). Firstly, the 
most popular clubs are Computer clubs  and 
Photography. (2)  Secondly, the number  of teenagers 
who prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly 
lower. (3)  Another fact is that painting is the least 
popular club because not everyone loves painting  and  
colours and good brushes also are expensive. (4)
 % ?
     We can see an interesting feature when we analize  
the table. It’s easy to notice that my peers highly rate 
professions like computer administrators  and 
photographers. (30% and 25% respectively). Other 
clubs are rated lower.
 

Essay  writing. Statistics
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   There are two main facts in the table(1). Firstly, the most popular clubs are 
Computer clubs  and Photography. (2)  Secondly, the number  of teenagers who 
prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly lower. (3)  Another fact is that 
painting is the least popular club because not everyone loves painting  and  
colours and good brushes also are expensive. (4)

 % ???

     We can see an interesting feature when we 
analize  the table. It’s easy to notice that my 
peers highly rate professions like computer 
administrators  and photographers. (30% 
and 25% respectively). Other clubs are rated 
lower.
 

Essay  writing. Statistics
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   There are two main facts in the table(1). Firstly, the most popular clubs are 
Computer clubs  and Photography. (2)  Secondly, the number  of teenagers who 
prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly lower. (3)  Another fact is that 
painting is the least popular club because not everyone loves painting  and  colours 
and good brushes also are expensive. (4)

 % ?

     We can see an interesting feature when we 
analize  the table. It’s easy to notice that my 
peers highly rate professions like computer 
administrators  and photographers. (30% and 
25% respectively). Other clubs are rated lower.
 Comparison(?)

Essay  writing. Statistics
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   There are two main facts in the table(1). Firstly, the most popular clubs are 
Computer clubs  and Photography. (2)  Secondly, the number  of teenagers who 
prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly lower. (3)  Another fact is that 
painting is the least popular club because not everyone loves painting  and  
colours and good brushes also are expensive. (4)

 % ?  

     We can see an interesting feature when we 
analize  the table. It’s easy to notice that my 
peers highly rate professions like computer 
administrators  and photographers. (30% 
and 25% respectively). Other clubs are rated 
lower.   (- )? 
 Comparison(?)

Essay  writing. Statistics
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   There are two main facts in the table(1). Firstly, the most 
popular clubs are Computer clubs  and Photography. (2)  
Secondly, the number  of teenagers who prefer Sports clubs   
and    Dancing  is slightly lower. (3)  Another fact is that 
painting is the least popular club because not everyone loves 
painting  and  colours and good brushes also are expensive. (4)
 % ?   +

     We can see an interesting feature when we analize  the 
table. It’s easy to notice that my peers highly rate professions 
like computer administrators  and photographers. (30% and 
25% respectively). Other clubs are rated lower.  -?

 Comparison(?)

Essay  writing. Statistics
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   1)  Видеокурс «Эссе по графикам 
под микроскопом. Системный 
подход»  10  видеоуроков
Моя авторская методика по работе с заданиями, графиками и 
отдельными абзацами

   2) Марафон по написанию эссе
5 месяцев, на каждом вебинаре разбираем 2 темы эссе
Отработка лексики, грамматики, структуры абзацев на 
основе системного подхода
Подписаться можно в любой день

Essay  writing. Statistics
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 The table reveals that in future we can 
have problems with professional 
painters. Because only 5% prefer that 
direction. The solution  of this problem 
can be introducing more painting 
clubs.

Essay  writing. Problem
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 The table reveals that in future we 
can have problems with professional 
painters. Because only 5% prefer that 
direction. The best solution  of  to  
this problem can be introducing 
more painting clubs.

Essay  writing. Problem
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 The table reveals that in future we 
can have problems with 
professional painters. Because only 
5% prefer that direction. The best 
solution  of  to  this problem can be 
introducing more painting clubs.  
+/+-

Essay  writing. Problem
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Imagine you are doing a project on what school clubs teenagers  Russia go 
to. You have found the results of a survey carried out in a few Russian 
cities (see the table below). Comment on the data in the table and give 
your opinion on the subject of the project.

Use the following plan

1. Make an opening statement on the subject of the project

2. Select and report 2-3 facts

3. Give 1-2 comparisons where relevant

4. Outline a problem that can arise with being a club member and 
suggest a way to solve it.

5. Write a conclusion giving your opinion on the importance of school 
clubs for teenagers.

Задание 40
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 In conclusion, despite some problems 
with career choice, I consider clubs to 
be important for students and 
teenagers.  It helps them to choose 
their profession. 

Essay  writing. Conclusion
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 In conclusion, despite some problems 
with career choice, I consider clubs to 
be important for students and 
teenagers.  It helps them to choose 
their profession. 

Essay  writing. Conclusion
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 In conclusion, despite some problems 
with career choice, I consider clubs to 
be important for students and 
teenagers.  It helps them to choose 
their profession. + 

Essay  writing. Conclusion
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School clubs play an important role in our life. They help children 
decide about their future profession and career paths. My project is 
about school clubs and I have found some data to discuss in the 
framework of this project.

There are two main facts in the table. Firstly, the most popular clubs 
are Computer clubs  and Photography.  Secondly, the number  of 
teenagers who prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly lower.  
Another fact is that painting is the least popular club because not 
everyone loves painting  and  colours and good brushes also are 
expensive.

 

We can see an interesting feature when we analize  the table. It’s easy 
to notice that my peers highly rate professions like computer 
administrators  and photographers. (30% and 25% respectively). 
Other clubs are rated lower.

The table reveals that in future we can have problems with 
professional painters. Because only 5% prefer that direction. The 
solution of of this problem can be introducing more painting clubs.

In conclusion, despite some problems with career choice, I consider 
clubs to be important for students and teenagers.  It helps them to 
choose their profession. (186)

 

Essay  writing
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  School clubs play an important role in our life. They help children 
decide about their future profession and career paths. My project is 
about school clubs and I have found some data to discuss in the 
framework of this project.  + - ?
   There are two main facts in the table. Firstly, the most popular 
clubs are Computer clubs  and Photography.  Secondly, the number  
of teenagers who prefer Sports clubs   and    Dancing  is slightly 
lower.  Another fact is that painting is the least popular club because 
not everyone loves painting  and  colours and good brushes also are 

expensive.  +
    We can see an interesting feature when we analize  the table. It’s 
easy to notice that my peers highly rate professions like computer 
administrators  and photographers. (30% and 25% respectively). 
Other clubs are rated lower. + - ?
The table reveals that in future we can have problems with 
professional painters. Because only 5% prefer that direction. The 
solution of  this problem can be introducing more painting clubs. +
In conclusion, despite some problems with career choice, I consider 
clubs to be important for students and teenagers.  It helps them to 

choose their profession. +
(186)

 

Essay  writing
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